Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus (CCHFV) is a tick-borne virus with high pathogenicity to humans. CCHFV contains a three-segment [small (S), medium (M) and large (L)] genome and is prone to reassortment. Investigation of identified reassortment events can yield insight into the evolutionary history of the virus, while migration events reflect its geographical dissemination. While many studies have already considered these issues, they have investigated small numbers of isolates and lack statistical support for their findings. Here, we consider a larger set of 30 full genomes to investigate reassortment using recombination methods, as well as two sets of partial S segments comprising 393 isolates, reflecting a broader geographical range, to investigate migration events. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that the S segment showed strong geographical subdivision, but this was less apparent in the M and L segments. A total of 16 reassortment events with 22 isolates were identified with strong statistical support. Migration analysis on the partial S segments identified both long-and short-range migration events that spanned the entire geographical region in which the CCHFV has been isolated, reflecting the complex processes associated with the dissemination of the virus.
INTRODUCTION
Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus (CCHFV) is a tick-borne virus associated with Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever. Symptoms include malaise, fever, myalgia, nausea/vomiting and haemorrhaging at multiple sites (Cevik et al., 2008; Ergonul, 2007) . As no specific antivirus drug or vaccine is available, fatality rates of 3-50 % are commonly reported, but rates as high as 80 % have also been recorded (Avšič-Ž upanc, 2007; Ergönül, 2006; Ergonul & Whitehouse, 2007; Schwarz et al., 1997; Yen et al., 1985; Zdanov, 1966; Zhou et al., 2011) . Human infection occurs through contact with infected blood or tissues from human or livestock, or by crushing or bites from infected ticks (Andersson, 2008; Ergönül, 2006) . It has also been suggested that the transmission route may be related to the case fatality in humans (Whitehouse, 2004) . In contrast, animals infected with CCHFV rarely develop viraemia or present low-level viraemia. This is particularly apparent in birds, which are refractory to CCHFV, although they play an important role in virus transmission (Lindeborg et al., 2012; Palomar et al., 2013; Swanepoel et al., 1998) . Ticks are vectors of CCHFV and also play an important role in virus transmission; furthermore, they can be transferred over long distances via bird migration and animal trade (Chisholm et al., 2012; Lindeborg et al., 2012; Palomar et al., 2013; ProMED-mail, 2002b; Smith et al., 1996) . CCHFV has been found in more than 30 countries around the world, ranging from Africa to Europe to Asia, coincident with the global distribution of the genus Ixodes (hard-bodied tick) and, in particular, Hyalomma spp., the main vector of CCHFV (Ergönul, 2006; Mardani & Keshtkar-Jahromi, 2007; Whitehouse, 2004) , which is found in almost all countries south of 50 u north latitude (WHO, 2008) . However, due to the limited number of available isolate sequences, the global patterns of virus migration remain unclear (Mild et al., 2010) .
CCHFV is a member of the Nairovirus genus within the Bunyaviridae family and shares features common to other viruses in this family, including virus and genome structure. In particular, the virus genome is tripartite single-stranded negative RNA, with the three segments named small (S), medium (M) and large (L) according to their size, encoding the nucleocapsid protein, the glycoprotein precursor (GPC) and the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, respectively. The GPC can be cleaved into the structural proteins Gn and Gc, and the non-structural proteins mucin, GP38 and NSm (Altamura et al., 2007; Duh et al., 2008; Elliott, 1990; Sanchez et al., 2006; Sanchez et al., 2002) . Recently, the Gc protein has been demonstrated to bind to nucleolin on the cell surface and mediate virus entry, whereas the Gn protein only exhibited limited binding to susceptible cells (Xiao et al., 2011) . Mucin is thought to play a role in virus pathogenicity, which has already been demonstrated in Ebola virus (Simmons et al., 2002) . However, the functions of the non-structural proteins mucin, GP38 and NSm in CCHFV require elucidation.
In recent years, many studies, based on S, M and L segment phylogenies, have demonstrated that the CCHFV genome is prone to reassortment (Anagnostou & Papa, 2009; Burt et al., 2009; Carroll et al., 2010; Chen, 2013; Deyde et al., 2006; Hewson et al., 2004b) . The virus distribution appears coincident with phylogeographical results based on analysis of the S segment, identifying seven major groups (Africa 1-3, Asia 1 and 2, and Europe 1 and 2), but is generally incongruent for the M segment phylogeny (Anagnostou & Papa, 2009; Hewson et al., 2004b) . The correspondence of phylogenies for full-length segments and those constructed from partial segments corresponding to either end and a central region suggest this incongruence is likely due to segment reassortment rather than recombination within specific segments (Hewson et al., 2004b) . As more sequenced segments have become available, it has been possible to investigate these reassortment events in more depth. A more recent study estimated 15 out of 21 South African isolates had undergone reassortment based on the respective phylogenies of S, M and L segments, and proposed that the M segment of a subset of South Africa strains was closest to the Asia 1 group (Burt et al., 2009) , indicating virus migration from Asia to South Africa. Using limited numbers of whole-genome sequences, another study observed analogous grouping patterns for the S and L segments, and proposed the co-evolution of the S and L segments (Chamberlain et al., 2005) . Most recently, a study based on the whole-genome sequence of 22 isolates found additional reassortment events, but offered no interpretation (Chen, 2013) . However, all of these analyses identified reassortment events based solely on the phylogenetic incongruence of phylogenies and did not consider the associated statistical support.
In this study, using a dataset comprising all available genome sequences, we identified statistically significant reassortment and recombination events in CCHFV. Based on this we reinvestigated the respective contributions of reassortment and recombination events to the evolution of the virus, and interpreted them in the context of the global dissemination of CCHFV. Then, using two additional datasets corresponding to two different partial regions of the S segment, we identified statistically significant longand short-range migration events to obtain a picture of global migration patterns of CCHFV.
RESULTS

Genome dataset and segment phylogenetic trees
The full-segment genome sequences of the 30 CCHFV isolates span 17 countries in Africa, Europe, Middle East and Asia, and, consistent with previous reports, form seven distinct groups according to the neighbour-joining (NJ) phylogenetic tree for the S segment sequences (Fig. 1 ) (Anagnostou & Papa, 2009; Han & Rayner, 2011; Hewson et al., 2004a) . For the M segment, the major variation between isolates occurred in the mucin-like region associated with approximately 250 aa at the N-terminal end of the GPC protein. In particular, the five isolates forming the Africa 1 clade (UG3010, Republic of Congo 1956; 79121M18, China 1979; YL04057, China 2004; ArD8194, Senegal 1969; ArD15786, Senegal 1972) had mucin-like regions that were distinct from the other isolates. We also constructed trees with the mucin-like region removed and found that, overall, the general topology was consistent (data not shown) but distinct from the estimated S segment phylogeny (Fig. 1) . The topology of the L segment phylogenetic tree is almost the same as the S segment with some exceptions; some Africa 1 isolates grouped according to the S segment were placed in Africa 3 according to the L segment, and all Asia 2 isolates (according to the S segment), with the exception of YL04057 (China 2004) and 79121M18 (China 1979) , were mixed with Asia 1 in the L segment tree (Fig. 1 ). All these differences in the segment phylogenetic trees indicate the presence of segment reassortment.
Segment reassortment and recombination in CCHFV
Major phylogenetic incongruities were also observed as previously reported when comparing the NJ phylogenetic trees of the segment sequences (Anagnostou & Papa, 2009; Hewson et al., 2004b) and are most probably a consequence of reassortment. To verify this, the pairwise homoplasy index (PHI) test was performed on each segment to estimate the likelihood of recombination within each segment and no statistically significant P values were found (0.3370, 0.1675 and 0.9856 for the L, M and S segments, respectively). This was further confirmed by the generated split decomposition networks that showed no reticulation at 95 % confidence levels ( Fig. 2a-c) . Conversely when the PHI test was performed on the concatenated genome sequences it predicted strong statistical support for recombination (P50.0) (i.e. reassortment) and the split decomposition network presented complex reticulation (Fig. 2d) , indicating the presence of multiple reassortment events within the genome sequence set.
Finally, we used the RDP software package to distinguish reassortment and recombination events (i.e. recombination events with breakpoints located at segment ends). The reassortment results are summarized in 
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were predicted by several methods with varying degrees of support and in the majority of cases were consistent with the observed phylogenetic incongruity. Isolates ArD8194, ArD15786 (both from Senegal) and ArD39554 (from Mauritania) all had the L segments placed in the Africa 3 clade in the estimated tree. However, the M and S segments for the Senegal sequences were placed in Africa 1 (Africa3 | Africa1 | Africa1), i.e. (L segment | M segment | S segment), whereas the M segment for Mauritania was not placed in any African clade (Africa3 | NoClade | Africa3), suggesting L and M reassortment events. Additionally, South Africa isolates SPU97/85 (Africa3 | Asia1 | Africa3) and SPU415/85 (Africa3 | Asia1 | Africa3) demonstrated M segment reassortment, but isolate SPU103 together with Nigerian isolate IbAr10200 (Africa3 | Africa3 | Africa3) represented a within-group reassortment event that was not detected by visual inspection of the trees. All isolates in the Asia 2 clade appeared to be composed of three sets of reassortment events. Four Indian isolates from 2011 (NIVA118595, NIV11703, NIVA118594 and NIV112143) and one 1990 Tajikistan isolate (HU8966) (Tajikistan 1990) had one reassortment pattern (Asia1 | Africa3 | Asia2), one 1968 Chinese isolate (C-68031) had another reassortment pattern (Asia1 | Asia1 | Asia2), and two Chinese isolates (7912M18, 1979 and YL05057, 2004 ) had a third reassortment pattern (Asia2 | Africa1 | Asia2), each with high statistical support. The European strains were identified as M segment reassorted, but with low RDP recombination consensus score (RDPRCS50.364) and the event was rejected (Table 1 ).
Migration events in CCHFV
As a tick-borne virus, CCHFV can be transferred easily over long distances via bird migration and animal trade (Lindeborg et al., 2012; ProMED-mail, 2002a ProMED-mail, , b, 2013 . However, the significance of such contributions remains unclear. Given that the S segment phylogeny showed strong geographical structure and our observation that phylogeny can be well conserved for even relatively short fragments of gene sequences in other virus (Guo et al., 2013) , we next investigated migration events for two extended S segment datasets, S_dataset_a and S_dataset_b, composed of sequences for partial fragments that spanned a greater geographical range compared to the full S segment dataset. The maximum clade credibility trees for these two datasets are shown in Fig. 3(a, b) , respectively, and support the same major clades as Fig. 1 (c) and in previous reports (Deyde et al., 2006; Mild et al., 2010) . Migration analysis was conducted for both trees using MIGRAPHYLA and statistically significant events after correction for multiple hypothesis comparisons are summarized in Fig. 4 .
Both local and long-distance migration events were predicted. The results varied between datasets, but are primarily a consequence of differences in their geographical composition. The following local migration events were identified: Africa, South Africa to Namibia, Uganda to the Republic of Congo and the Democratic Republic of Congo, Senegal to Mauritania; Asia, China to Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, Iran to Pakistan, Pakistan to Iran and Afghanistan, Tajikistan to India, India to Tajikistan, UAE to Oman.
Long-distance migration events were identified from South Africa to Uganda and Senegal, Senegal to Iran and Sudan, China to Iran, Mauritania to Sudan, and UAE to Madagascar, Iraq, Afghanistan and the Central Africa Republic. Additional migrations events were predicted from South Africa to Nigeria and Burkina Faso, Iran to Afghanistan, UAE to China, Pakistan and Iran, China to Tajikistan, and Pakistan to UAE with a significant P value, but were discounted after correction for multiple comparisons.
Interestingly, although Turkey has the largest numbers of isolates, none of the migration events from Turkey to other countries have a significant P value. Moreover, no statistically significant migration events between any Europe countries were predicted, indicating Europe is geographically isolated from other regions reporting CCHFV. Fig. 5 shows a map summarizing all the predicted migration events for both datasets, and highlights the importance of South Africa and UAE for long-range migration events. South Africa appears to be responsible for transmission of the virus inland, and UAE disseminates the virus throughout the Middle East and into Africa and Asia. Senegal also appears to play an important role in cross-continent transmission in an easterly direction through Africa. The map also shows many localized migration events within each region. In particular, India and Tajikistan, Pakistan and Iran, and Pakistan and UAE each indicate multiple migration events in both directions as supported by the significant geographical mixing of these regions in the estimated trees (Fig. 4a, b) . Remarkably, in spite of the large number of European samples, they appear to form an isolated lineage, i.e. there is no evidence of migration in or out of this region, consistent with the estimated trees in Fig. 1 that show they form a distinct lineage in each segment.
DISCUSSION
Reassortment is an important way for segmented RNA virus to exchange genetic information (Greenbaum et al., 2012) , and to generate new genotypes and phenotypes, leading to the emergence of new lineages and epidemics or pandemics (Macken et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2013) . In this study, in order to better investigate the dissemination of CCHFV, we investigated segment reassortment and virus migration. To our knowledge, our reassortment analysis for CCFHV is the first investigation to provide a statistical basis for its conclusions.
Out of a dataset of 30 full genomes, 16 reassortment events involving 22 reassorted isolates were identified. The high ratio of number of reassortment events to number of sequences highlights the relevance of this mechanism in the Analysis of Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus evolution of CCHFV. Also, this is a significantly greater proportion than previously reported (Chen, 2013; Hewson et al., 2004b) , since recombination analysis can detect intra-group reassortment, which is generally overlooked when identifying inconsistencies amongst segment phylogenies. Furthermore, we were also able to identify several doubly reassorted isolates that involved all three segments from a broad geographical origin spanning Africa and Asia.
Segment reassortment is often involved with virus migration. In our analysis, we observed several Asian reassorted segments that were associated with African isolates, indicating migration between these continents (Burt et al., 2009) , which was consistent with results from our migration analysis. The disparate geographical origins of the segments in many of the reassorted viruses highlights how broadly the virus can be dispersed and suggests that A Y 3 6 6 3 7 4 _ I r a n 0 2 G U 3 2 4 9 9 3 _ T u r 0 6 D Q 2 1 1 6 4 2 _ P R C 6 8 A Y 3 6 6 3 7 9 _ I r a n 0 2 A Y 9 0 5 6 5 9 _ P a k 0 1 D Q 2 1 7 6 0 2 _ P R C 
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additional mechanisms are present to aid this dissemination. Birds are considered as an important factor for virus dispersion (Lindeborg et al., 2012; Palomar et al., 2013; Swanepoel et al., 1998) . For example, a study in April 2011 by Palomar et al. detected CCHFV in ticks collected from the Phoenicurusphoenicurus, Erythropygiagalactotes and Idunaopaca species, which migrate from southern or central Africa to northern Europe in the spring (Palomar et al., 2013) . A study by Lindeborg et al. also detected the virus in ticks from the woodchat shrike (Lanius senator), which winters in Africa and breeds in Europe and the Middle East (Lindeborg et al., 2012) . However, it is difficult to provide a clear definition of flyways as this varies according to species as well as flight conditions (Dokter et al., 2011; Sapir et al., 2011) . The complexity of migration patterns and variation amongst species further confounds the situation.
The majority of analyses investigating flyways and spread of disease have focused on H5N1, but nevertheless tell us something about migration patterns. For example, analysis of H5N1 isolates in West Africa (Ducatez et al., 2007) revealed a phylogeny that indicated multiple introductions of lineages rather than a relationship that reflected the north-south migration patterns of birds. Another phylogenetic analysis of H5N1 isolates collected in Georgia, considered to be an intersection of three major flyways (Central Asia, East Africa-West Asia and Mediterranean-Black Sea), indicated they originated from a wide geographical area throughout western and central Eurasia, consistent with transmission along major flyways (Lewis et al., 2013). Analysis of Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus
The other possibility is that CCFHV is also being disseminated by trade routes. Although there is little publicly available data that summarizes the quantity of trade within Africa, or between the Middle East, both UAE and South Africa represent important trade hubs between these regions and the rest of the world. Local migration events may also be associated with local trade movements. For example, even in the highly pathogenic avian influenza H5N1 outbreak in 2005, it was reported that poultry farmers in the Novosibirsk region were hiding poultry flocks in woodland to prevent their slaughter and birds were mixing freely with wildlife before being returned home in the evening (Feare, 2005) . For CCHFV, no such preventive measures are taken to ensure isolation of livestock and wildlife (CDPC-mail, 1998; Tarantola, 2004) .
It is notable that, despite the large numbers of European isolates and a variety of studies demonstrating the collection of tick hosts in migrating birds in Europe, these European isolates form a distinct phylogenetic lineage with no significant evidence of migration events with other regions. This may be a consequence of the limited date range of the European isolates; while the isolates in the other clades have been collected over a period spanning almost 50 years, the European isolates have only been collected in the last 10 years. This highlights the value of comprehensive surveillance in regions reporting CCHFV.
In summary, our analysis has performed the most in-depth analysis to date of the phylogenetic relationship between available CCHFV isolates and has provided the first statistical evidence to support the occurrence of reassortment events between lineages. Finally, by using an extensive set of partial sequences, we have obtained a more comprehensive estimate of the possible significant dispersal pathways between different regions. Nevertheless, to further clarify these migration patterns and to better decipher the reassortment events that occur between CCHFV lineages, more full-segment genome sequences from different countries are required as well as additional data sources such as trade data and improved avian surveillance.
METHODS
Selection of sequences and datasets. All CCHFV sequences available as of 20 January 2013 were downloaded from GenBank. These included 30 worldwide CCHFV isolates with full-segment genome sequences. Background information (isolate name, isolate location and date, host, and accession number) is shown in Table 2 . The sequence was divided according to the three segments (L, M and S) for reassortment analysis. As previous reports indicate the phylogeny of the S segment is consistent with isolate location, this segment was considered most suitable for migration analysis. To this end, two additional datasets were created based on partial sequences for the S segment that provided a compromise between geographical Fig. 3 . The colours of the inner and outer circles represent the source and sink countries. A space between the inner and outer circles indicates the virus was transmitted from the country on the inner circle to the country on the outer circle. In contrast, if the inner and outer circles are connected, this means the virus is transmitted from the country on the outer circle to the country on the inner circle. The width of the link between two countries corresponds to the number of migration events and colour of the link represents the origin of migration. Grey links indicate migration events with a significant P value, but lacking sFDR support. Only migration events with P,0.05 are shown. See Fig. 3 for abbreviations.
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range, sequence length and number of sequences. Dataset S_dataset_a contained 286 sequences from 28 countries spanning sites 154-652 of the S segment. Dataset S_dataset_b contained 393 sequences from 30 countries spanning sites 350-454 of the S segment. All specified site positions were according to strain AP92 (GenBank accession no. DQ211638). The accession numbers of all sequences for each datasets are listed in Table S1 (available in JGV Online).
Phylogenetic estimation and reassortment analysis. The individual (S_ORF, M_ORF and L_ORF) and concatenated (LMS) segments were aligned using MUSCLE version 3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004a, b) and visually inspected. NJ phylogenetic trees were constructed using the MEGA5 software package with the Kimura two-parameter model and 1000 bootstrap replicates (Tamura et al., 2011) . As a reassortment event can be approximated as a genome recombination event with the breakpoint occurring at the segment ends (Nagarajan & Kingsford, 2011) , the presence of reassortment events was determined by applying recombination analysis techniques and then identifying breakpoints located at the end of a segment. As a first step, discrepancies in tree topology were identified by visual comparison of the individual segment phylogenies and were marked on the S segment phylogenetic tree. Then, the PHI test for recombination was used to establish statistical support for the presence of recombination/reassortment events (Bruen et al., 2006) . This was further verified by generating split decomposition networks with 95 % confidence and 1000 bootstrap replicates using SPLITSTREE (version 4.12.8) (Huson, 1998) to present the evidence visually.
Finally, the RDP4 software package, which integrates multiple recombination detection methods (Martin et al., 2010) , was used to estimate the location of breakpoints and to distinguish recombination and reassortment events. A recombination/recombination event predicted by RDP4 was only considered significant if it was (1) confirmed by at least two methods supported with P,0.05 and (2) the RDP recombination consensus score (RDPRCS) was .0.60 (RDP Instruction Manual http://darwin.uvigo.es/rdp/rdp.html). For other events where condition (1) was satisfied and RDPRCS was 0.6-0.4, the recombination/reassortment event was considered possible. If (1) was satisfied, but RDPRCS was ,0.4, the recombination/reassortment event was rejected.
Virus migration analysis. The GTR+G+I nucleotide substitution model was selected using JMODELTEST version 0.11 (Posada, 2008) . A relaxed uncorrelated log-normal clock and constant population size were used as previously reported (Carroll et al., 2010) to construct a maximum clade credibility phylogenetic tree for each of the partial S datasets using the Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods implemented in BEAST version 1.7.4 (Drummond et al., 2012) . The MCMC analysis ran with 100 and 200 million generations for S_dataset_a and S_dataset_b, respectively, to Analysis of Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus achieve acceptable effective sample sizes (.200). Maximum clade credibility trees were summarized using TREEANNOTATOR and depicted using FIGTREE. Estimates of specific dispersal pathways of CCHFV was conducted using the MIGRAPHYLA package (Wallace et al., 2007) and the estimated trees for the S_dataset_a and S_dataset_b, respectively. Each unique isolate country was assigned a single character state and a migration matrix was generated. To estimate the reliability of the predicted migration events, a Monte Carlo simulation of 10 000 trials was performed by randomizing the character states of the leaf nodes while retaining the tree topologies. The sparse false discovery rate (sFDR) correction was used to compensate for multiple comparisons. Only the migration events with P,0.05 and greater than the sFDR cut-off were considered significant. The migration pathways were represented using CIRCOS (Krzywinski et al., 2009; Ziovas & Grigoriadou, 2008) and marked on a map.
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